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Chapter 1

A

soft breeze wafted in through the open Music Room
window. The only pleasant thing on this excessively
trying day, Kapellmeister Joseph Haydn thought as he
felt its gentle caress against his feverish brow.
The rehearsal was going just as badly as the Emperor must
secretly have hoped it would when he had grudgingly agreed
to the staging of Haydn’s Le pescatrici in Vienna—the consent
wrested from lips so unwilling, it would surely have been easier
to wring water from a rock.
But the Empress had willed the performance, and Emperor
Joseph—still merely a co-regent—had no power to thwart his
mother’s wishes. Nevertheless, His Majesty had managed to
wedge in his oar with a stricture so absurd, Haydn was certain
it was intended to mar the performance.
How could it not, he thought, listening with half an ear as
the young soprano at his side blundered through her part. She
was wholly inadequate, a woman with all the mannerisms of
a prima donna and none of the skill. But Haydn was saddled
with her, thanks to the Emperor.
“It would hardly be fair to our Viennese singers,” His Majesty
had observed, cold blue eyes resting on Haydn’s employer, “were
all the roles to go to your Hungarian troupe, Esterházy.”
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As though Prince Nikolaus Esterházy employed only Hungarian singers rather than the very finest Italian and German
performers at his command. Although why their nationality
should matter, Haydn failed to understand.
That, in all truth, it did not was evident from the virtuous
smirk that had accompanied the Emperor’s words.
“It is surely bad enough,” the Emperor had continued,
“that our instrumentalists will be deprived thanks to Haydn
here”—His Majesty had indicated the Kapellmeister with a
slight, stiff movement of his long fingers—“insisting on his
motley group playing the music.”
“But, Your Majesty, how could it be otherwise?” The Prince
had ignored the aspersion cast on his orchestra—as superb
a group as could be found anywhere in the vast empire the
Habsburgs controlled. “It is, after all, Haydn’s setting of the
opera that we are to enjoy.”
But in the interests of tact and much against his Kapellmeister’s opinion on the subject, His Serene Highness had agreed
to the Emperor’s stipulation. The dramma giocoso would only
feature singers from the Burgtheater where the opera was to
be performed.
The last phrase of the aria sounded, and the singer’s voice
faded to a fortunate close.
Could the impresario of the Burgtheater who had furnished
the wretched woman be persuaded to replace her? Haydn’s
mind busily turned over first one strategy, then another as his
fingers moved with practiced ease over the keyboard.
But Giuseppe Affligio—relying upon the Emperor’s word
about the performers—had proven a remarkably hard nut to
crack.
Had he not spent good money to hire the singer, Affligio, ever
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the businessman, had asked. Why then should he part with her?
“Herr Kapellmeister?” A sharply rising soprano intruded
upon Haydn’s wandering thoughts.
Haydn glanced up, suddenly aware that the orchestra had
ceased to play. The singer standing on his left, by the fortepiano,
pouted her displeasure at him. Her companion’s shapely
eyebrows were raised as well. And farther beyond, his Konzertmeister looked over his shoulder in mild surprise, bow poised
expectantly over his violin.
What had he done to earn their disapprobation? Haydn
swiveled to his right, seeking his brother’s eyes. But even
Johann stared at him.
Had his distracted state been quite so evident, the Kapellmeister wondered.
“Lesbina requires a response, brother,” Johann reminded him.
Haydn stared at him blankly. Had he not sung the response?
“You played through Frisellino’s part but omitted to sing it,”
his brother explained. He stood by the fortepiano, a blessedly
calm albeit slight figure in the storm of what appeared to be a
doomed production.
“Ach so,” Haydn said, not recalling the omission at all. “If that
is the case”—he offered a weary smile around the room—“I
must apologize, ladies and gentlemen.”
He listlessly turned the pages of the score back to the section
that began Frisellino’s response to his beloved, Lesbina. It was
an opera he was proud of—the finest he had written thus far.
So well received in Eszterháza, Empress Maria Theresa
herself had requested a second performance of it in the imperial
capital. Yet, with singers such as these, who in Vienna would
know it?
“It is no matter,” Johann responded to the Kapellmeister’s
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apology with a nod of encouragement at the waiting singers
and musicians. “We can play through it again.”
He turned once more to Haydn, a sympathetic smile on his
face.
There was a difference of eleven years between them, yet
Johann, with a wisdom far beyond his years, had no doubt
divined the true state of Haydn’s mind.
The Kapellmeister returned his brother’s smile gratefully.
The grace Johann never failed to demonstrate in troublesome
situations helped to bolster his sagging spirits.
He dutifully sang the response, forcing himself to muster the
necessary enthusiasm for the part. They were rehearsing the
finale that concluded the second act of the opera—a quartetto
sung by the fisherwomen, Lesbina and Nerina, and their
respective lovers, Frisellino and Burlotto.
Johann had taken the part of Burlotto to Matilda Bologna’s
Nerina, a singer so versatile she could easily have sung all three
female roles in the dramma giocoso.
Would that she could, Haydn thought, his spirits flagging
again as Fräulein’s Bologna’s colleague joined her voice to his
own.
Loretta Renier had a weak voice, shaky in the upper ranges.
Squeaky too, Haydn thought, wincing as Fräulein Renier
struggled to reach a high note, sounding as pleasant as a door
swinging on a rusty hinge.
God have mercy! What was a man to do with a singer such
as this? He stopped playing.
“The part may be too high for you, Fräulein,” he suggested.
“Much too high,” Johann readily agreed. He turned to Haydn.
“May she not be better suited to Eurilda, brother?”
Or the chorus, Haydn thought wistfully, where Loretta Renier’s
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awful voice might be drowned amongst louder and more
tuneful ones. But the Emperor had insisted that Loretta be
given one of the principal parts. There was no consigning the
woman to a minor role.
“Eurilda might be a better choice,” Haydn conceded unhappily.
The melodic lines for the role were simple with few leaps
and the entire part could be brought down an octave to
accommodate Fräulein Renier’s limited range. Yet the part
required a richness of tone and depth that Loretta Renier clearly
lacked.
He turned the pages of the score, glancing at Fraulein Renier
as he did so. “Shall we try Eurilda’s Questa Mano, Fräulein, to
see if it would better suit your voice?”
Loretta Renier pouted her pretty pink lips.
“I would rather be Lesbina, Herr Kapellmeister,” she announced. “Eurilda has no coloratura at all. And her arias might
just as well be recitatives for all the melody they receive.”
“It is precisely the role’s lack of coloratura that is a blessing,
Fräulein,” Haydn uttered through clenched teeth. It was only
when he heard Matilda Bologna’s quickly suppressed gasp of
amusement, and saw out of the corner of his eyes the way her
hand flew to her mouth to contain her mirth, that he realized
he may have gone too far.
Loretta Renier was not a woman to brook criticism of any
kind.
Her dark eyes flashed dangerously. “I can perform coloratura
as well as any singer in the Empire, Herr Kapellmeister. The
Emperor will tell you so.”
Haydn had no doubt that he would. Rumor had it, Fräulein
Renier was the latest in a long line of mistresses. Nevertheless,
he wished he had stayed his temper. It would not bode well for
5
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him were the woman to take her complaints to the Emperor.
“Your coloratura, madam,” he began only to be interrupted
by his brother.
“Is too good, I am afraid.” Johann smiled regretfully. “As
a rustic character with pretensions to nobility, Lesbina’s coloratura must be convincingly unconvincing, madam. Who
would believe that of your performance?”
Loretta Renier gaped. Then the uncertain smile on her lips
stretched into a delighted simper. She tossed her head, brushing
one small hand carelessly against her dark locks. “It is true. I
can only give of my best—even when the role requires poor
singing. I simply cannot do it.”
“Precisely, Fräulein.” Haydn valiantly ignored Matilda
Bologna’s choked sputter of amusement and smiled gratefully
at his brother. Johann’s tact had yet again saved them from a
contentious situation.
But how many more such moments would he be forced to
endure?
***
Rosalie—Principal Maid to the Esterházy Musicians—gazed
at the letters. The mailbag had brought her two that morning.
One from her mother in Rohrau. The other from—
“Begging your pardon, Frau Heindl?”
Rosalie heard the voice behind her, but the words didn’t
immediately register.
She was standing within a sheltered alcove in the vast
entrance hallway of the Esterházy Palace, sorting through
the stack of letters the mail coach had just delivered for the
musicians and the maids who attended to them.
There was a thick stack, as always, for Herr Haydn, a few for
Master Luigi, the Konzertmeister, and a pile of envelopes for
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the musicians.
From their wives, no doubt, who weren’t allowed to accompany their spouses—a hardship Rosalie, now a married woman,
could sympathize with. She and Gerhard had been married for
barely six months, but here she was in Vienna without him.
Still, Gerhard, a wine merchant who supplied the Esterházy
wine cellars, had occasion to make the half-day trip from
Eisenstadt at least once every ten days. And if Rosalie wasn’t
mistaken, one of the two letters the mailbag had brought her
that morning was from her husband. It was postmarked from
Eisenstadt.
She gazed at the letter, running a loving finger over her new
name. Rosalie Heindl.
Frau Heindl. Dear God! Someone had been calling her.
“Frau Heindl?” The voice behind her grew a little louder, and
she felt a sharp tug on her arm. “Frau Heindl?”
Hastily tucking the letters into her apron pocket, she spun
around.
“I’m sorry, Frida,” she said to the wide-eyed young maid
staring at her. “I didn’t mean to ignore you.”
She had been Rosalie Szabó for so long, thinking of herself
as Rosalie Heindl—much less Frau Heindl—would take some
getting used to.
“Is something wrong?” Rosalie smiled encouragingly at the
maid. The poor thing—a palace maid for no more than a
month—looked positively panic-stricken.
“I’m truly sorry to disturb you, Frau Heindl. But the Officer’s
Mess isn’t clean yet, and the footmen want to carry the tables
and benches back to their place. I don’t know what to do.”
“Ach so.” Scrubbing the floor in the Officer’s Mess had always
been a notoriously difficult job and the footmen, eager to be
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done with the task of hauling the furniture back into position,
were always trying to rush the maids.
It was the one chore Rosalie was thankful to be relieved of
in her new position as Principal Maid to the Musicians—a title
Herr Haydn had persuaded His Serene Highness to create so
that she could continue working.
The greater responsibility and respect the position accorded
her—not to mention the significant rise in pay—had gone a long
way toward overcoming Gerhard’s objections to her continuing
to work for the wealthy Hungarian magnate.
But Rosalie had been reluctant to accept the position at first.
Her closest friend Greta had worked at the palace far longer
than she had. Any promotion rightfully belonged to Greta.
Herr Haydn had found a solution for this problem as well.
He’d discreetly suggested that the responsibilities of the new
title might be great enough to require the appointment of two
women—herself and Greta.
“Did you scrub the floor with bile soap as I suggested?”
Rosalie asked Frida as they walked down the hallway toward
the Officer’s Mess.
“Yes.” Frida bobbed her head eagerly. “And the grease stains
are gone. But the smell of stale food still remains. Even though
I’ve thrown open all the windows.”
Rosalie wrinkled her nose as they crossed the threshold into
the Mess. Frida was right. The smell of food was heavy and
overpowering.
“What should I do?” Frida asked again.
“Rub some fragrant green herbs into the floor,” Rosalie replied.
“That should do the trick.” It was a remedy her mother-inlaw had shared with her. A mixture of mint, fennel, and tansy
spread onto a clean floor and rubbed into it with a broom would
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quickly rid any room of its stale, musty odors.
Leaving Frida to her task, Rosalie returned to the hallway. It
had been a good half-hour since the mail coach had arrived and
Herr Haydn was no doubt eagerly awaiting his mail—especially
his copy of the Wienerisches Diarium, the court newspaper.
Letters neatly arranged, she was about to pick up the silver
salver when the loud rumble of carriage wheels and thundering
hooves assailed her ears.
Moments later, the double doors at the entrance swung open
and her employer, Prince Nikolaus Esterházy, swept into the
hallway, coattails flying behind him and silver-topped cane
swinging as he strode past her.
His Serene Highness had just reached the staircase when he
spun around, his sharp eyes searching the empty hallway before
alighting upon her.
The stormy expression on the Prince’s features struck Rosalie
like a blow from a heavy hammer. Unable to help herself, she
pressed her salver to her midriff and shrank back against the
wall.
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B

ut the Prince’s displeasure was fortunately not directed
at her.
“Haydn!” The Kapellemeister’s name burst out of
His Serene Highness’s mouth like a single staccato shot from a
hunting rifle. “Is he within?”
“I-in the Music Room,” Rosalie said, so startled, her heart
still pounded within her breast. “Rehearsing with Fräuleins
Bologna and Renier.”
Rosalie lifted her salver with its stack of letters, about to offer
to take up a message since she was destined for the Music Room,
but the Prince had already whipped around. His bulky frame
ascended the staircase with a speed unbecoming to both his
girth and his status.
Whatever was the matter, Rosalie wondered. She had never
seen the Prince so agitated.
The question was still ringing in her head when a softly voiced
enquiry near her ear caused her to jump yet again.
“Is Herr Haydn in trouble, do you suppose?”
“Dear God, Greta!” Rosalie clutched her chest as she turned
toward her friend. “Must you creep up on one like a ghost?”
Greta waved the complaint aside, the empty basket she carried
nearly sliding off her plump wrist. “What could have put His
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Serene Highness in such a tizzy?” she wondered, tilting her
head to one side and tapping a plump forefinger against the
corner of her mouth. “I saw him jump out of his carriage before
his coachman could even climb down to open the carriage door
for him.”
Rosalie nodded, unsurprised.
His Serene Highness had also been in too much of a hurry to
allow a footman to let him in and take his coat, hat, and cane.
“The matter, whatever it is, must be urgent,” she said. “He
didn’t even bother to call for a footman to fetch Herr Haydn.”
She twisted around to look at Greta. “His Serene Highness
bolted up himself.”
The behavior was quite out of character for their employer. In
all the years they’d worked at the palace, neither she nor Greta
had ever seen the Prince—or the Princess, for that matter—so
overcome as to forget there were servants to do their bidding.
“They’d better not make a habit of it,” Greta remarked
ominously. “At this rate, they won’t need any servants to fetch
and carry for them.”
“But you have letters to deliver, I see.” She grinned, tipping
her chin at the salver. “Shall I come up with you? The wine for
the musicians’ afternoon meal”—she swung her basket up as
she spoke—“can wait.”
Rosalie suppressed a smile. She knew what her friend was
getting at. Taking the letters up would serve as a convenient
excuse to see and hear what the fuss was all about. Curious
to the point of being nosy, Greta had no compunctions about
standing outside doors and listening in on conversations that
piqued her interest.
“How else would we know what’s going on?” she often said
in her own defense. “It’s not like anyone tells us anything. For
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all that we have new titles, we’re still a couple of obscure palace
maids who serve the musicians.”
“Well?” Greta now demanded. She poked eagerly through
the letters on the salver. “Here is the court newspaper, too, and
we all know how anxiously Herr Haydn awaits his copy.”
Rosalie was about to concede the point when the headline on
the Wienerisches Diarium caught her eye.
“Tragedy at the Burgtheater?” She read the headline out loud.
“Good heavens, what could’ve happened? Did Karl say anything
about it?”
Her startled violet eyes sought out her friend’s bright blue
ones. Surely, if anything untoward had happened at the theater,
Greta would be the first to know. Her young man worked there
after all.
“Why, Greta, whatever is the matter?”
To Rosalie’s shock, Greta’s face had turned pale and her plump
lips were pursed.
“We should read that before you take it up to Herr Haydn,
Rosalie. Karl didn’t meet me yesterday. I thought he might be
busy. But what if . . .”
Greta pressed her lips together, clearly unwilling to voice any
unwelcome thoughts.
***
Prince Nikolaus settled himself against the gold-upholstered
backrest of his armchair, his fingers interlaced over his richly
embroidered waistcoat. He had omitted to take off his coat.
And his hat—a three-cornered affair the same shade of blue as
his coat—still sat perched upon his head.
“I bear ill news, I fear, Haydn. Giuseppe Affligio has been
struck down.”
“Struck down?” Haydn repeated, at a loss to understand His
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Serene Highness’s words.
The Prince’s interruption of their rehearsal had come at a
most opportune time. At the exact moment, in fact, that Loretta
Renier had been laboring through Questa Mano—blithely murdering its rich melody, if one were being honest. And Haydn
had been on the verge of bluntly uttering the fact.
He had just finished explaining for the third time how to vary
the tone on repeated notes—“Yes, but you have your fingers to
strike the keys,” Loretta Renier had argued. “With what am I
to strike my vocal cords?”—when a brusque knock had startled
the entire room.
Before Haydn could respond, the door had been thrust open
and Prince Nikolaus had swept in, barely acknowledging either
the orchestra or the two singers.
“Haydn! A moment of your time. In my chamber, immediately, if you will.”
Struck down! Haydn was still trying to grasp the Prince’s
words. How had the impresario of the Burgtheater been struck
down? With what? An image flashed through his mind of a
bolt from the heavens smiting Giuseppe Affligio. But, of course,
lightning could not have been responsible.
“Dead,” The Prince clarified, brushing the air impatiently with
his hand as though that particular fact carried little significance.
“Dead?” Haydn’s eyebrows shot up. “He was in perfect health
but a few days ago.”
Haydn had rushed to the Burgtheater two afternoons ago
in search of Herr Affligio. There he had asked for—and been
refused—a singer to replace the impossible Loretta Renier.
“My dear Herr Haydn”—Affligio, a portly, middle-aged man,
had smiled indulgently at him, looking like a father chiding a
recalcitrant toddler— “in such cases, it is the music that must
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be changed. Not the singer.”
Now the man was dead! An untimely death, given the sudden
nature of it. Most likely not from natural causes given the
excellent state of his health.
That meant it would have to be investigated. But surely the
Prince couldn’t expect him to drop everything in order to do
so!
“I am afraid I cannot—” Haydn began.
“But you must, Haydn,” Prince Nikolaus interrupted him. . .
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